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Setting: Victoria Dock and Constitution Dock adjoin Sullivans Cove, a well-sheltered harbour within the River Derwent 

which forms the eastern edge of Hobart’s city centre.  Sullivans Cove has a north-to-south dimension of 

approximately 500 metres.  The Cove’s southern edge is bounded by Battery Point and Salamanca Place , 

and its northern edge by Macquarie Point, Macquarie Wharf and Hunter Street.  Part of the cove’s western 

edge is formed by an area of reclaimed land known as Franklin Wharf, and between the northern portion of 

Franklin Wharf and Davey Street are the two enclosed water bodies known as Victoria and Constitution 

Docks.  The 135-metre long Kings Pier Marina projects perpendicularly into Sullivans Cove from this portion 
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of Franklin Wharf.  At the north-west corner of the cove, Franklin Wharf abuts both Hunter Street and 

Macquarie Wharf.

 

 The waterfront areas of Sullivans Cove contain a high concentration of cafes , restaurants, hotel and 

apartment accommodation, specialty shops and art galleries.  There are many 19th and early-20th century 

warehouses and port-related buildings around the edges of the cove, with a particularly intact group along 

Hunter Street at the north-eastern edge of Victoria Dock.  Collectively, these elements make the portion of 

Sullivans Cove around Victoria Dock and Constitution Dock an important historical precinct associated with 

the early European development of Hobart and Tasmania.

 

 

Description: Victoria Dock and Constitution Dock are two adjacent but separate areas of water .  Victoria Dock [feature 

number 1 on the Boundary Plan drawing], the northern of the two docks, is adjacent to Hunter Street, 

with Constitution Dock [2] to the south adjacent to Argyle Street.  Both docks are almost completely 

enclosed by reclaimed land.  Their names incorporate the British English definition of the word ‘dock’, which 

refers to constructed facilities of this type.  However, unlike impounded or dry docks within which water can 

be contained by gates or locks, the water level in both Victoria and Constitution Docks is not controlled , and 

rises and falls with the River Derwent’s tidal flows.

 

 The Sullivans Cove (southeast)-facing side of both of the docks is defined by Franklin Wharf [3], a mostly 

flat and concrete-paved spit of reclaimed land.  Each dock has a narrow opening in its Franklin Wharf side, 

and these openings link the docks to the cove and the river, allowing the docks to be used for the mooring, 

loading and unloading of ships and boats.  The openings are crossed by movable-span bridges.  At the 

opposite, north-west side of both docks is Davey Street, a main thoroughfare for motor traffic in Hobart’s city 

centre.

 

 The deck surfaces surrounding the docks are mostly of unpainted concrete – although other materials are 

used in a few locations, including timber decking and asphalt pavement.  The latter is of particular note 

where it is now used as a finish within the narrow footprint of the now-disused railway tracks that traverse 

Franklin Wharf between the two docks’ movable-span bridges.  These train track remnants within the 

concrete decks and the bridges continue to demonstrate the past connections between Franklin Wharf, its 

former finger pier structures and Hobart’s railyards at Macquarie Point . 

 

 Separating the two docks between Franklin Wharf and Davey Street is a flat, approximately 45 metre-wide 

concrete-paved area.  Along each of the parallel and 100-or-so metre long dock-side edges of this area, a 

zone about 6 metres wide is set aside for pedestrian access.  A large two-storey building containing 

restaurants, an oyster bar and a fishmongers faces Victoria Dock across the southern end of the pedestrian 

accessway on that side.  The remainder of the 45 metre-wide area is utilised for car-parking and for motor 

vehicle access between Davey Street and Franklin Wharf.

 

 The two docks have differently configured edges.  Along three of Constitution Dock’s four sides there is a 

two-riser step down from the surrounding margins to the dock edge, whereas around all four sides of Victoria 

Dock there are no steps within the paved margins and dock edges.

 

 A variety of materials are visible within the docks’ vertical wall -faces, between the edges of their decks and 

the water surface below, and these include

 - board-marked in-situ concrete, around much of Constitution Dock above rubble-coursed dolerite;

 - concrete blockwork, also above rubble-coursed dolerite;

 - concrete pile wharf structures;

 - precast horizontal concrete planks behind concrete pilasters;

 - stone boulders;

 - steel sheet piling;  and

 - vertical timber buffer-planks, alongside the bridge openings.

 

 Fenders of chamfered timber, spaced approximately 3 metres apart, are fixed vertically to the wall faces 

around much of the perimeter of both of the docks.

 

 VICTORIA DOCK

Located at the north-western corner of Sullivans Cove, Victoria Dock has an irregular quadrilateral plan 

shape, and contains an area of water of approximately 1.09 hectares.  Two narrow concrete piers each 

extend approximately 65 metres into the dock from its Davey Street (north-western) side.  Victoria Dock is 

routinely used by fishing vessels, and access for these to and from Sullivans Cove is via an opening in the 

dock’s Franklin Wharf (south-eastern) side that is spanned by an electrically-powered, steel-framed swing 

bridge [4].  Victoria Dock is also bounded by Hunter Street to the north-east, and by the reclaimed land 

which separates it from Constitution Dock to the south-west.  The dock’s Davey Street (north-west) and 

Hunter Street (north-east) edges are finished with round-nosed sandstone coping blocks, linked together by 

inset iron fillets that are visible on the blocks’ top surfaces .
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 CONSTITUTION DOCK

Constitution Dock is located to the south-west of Victoria Dock, on the other side of the concrete-paved area 

of reclaimed land between the two.  Constitution Dock has a rectangular plan shape, and contains an area 

of water of approximately 0.72 hectares.  At the time of this assessment in 2021, the dock is used for 

mooring restored historic yachts and other sailing boats.  Although they contribute to the perceptual 

experience of this place, these vessels are not included in this entry in the Tasmanian Heritage Register .

 

 Access for vessels to and from Sullivans Cove is via an opening in the dock’s Franklin Wharf side that is 

spanned by an electrically-powered, steel-framed single-leaf bascule bridge [5].  The term ‘bascule’ refers 

to a type of movable-span bridge which in most instances uses a substantial counterweight to continuously 

balance a span, or ‘leaf’, throughout its upward swing (Berger, Healy & Tilley 2015b, pp. 3, 7 & 13).  The 

bridge at Constitution Dock has a concrete counterweight located above its deck.  It is of the ‘rolling- lift’ type 

of bascule bridge (Koglin 2003, pp. 46-47) and its steel-truss span is raised by a pair of large gear 

segments, resembling the bases of a rocking-chair, which roll along toothed horizontal tracks.

 

 In addition to its berthed sailing vessels, a row of food shops known collectively as the ‘fish punts’ are 

moored along Constitution Dock’s north-east edge.  These floating shops continue a Hobart tradition of 

selling cooked and uncooked seafood from boats and punts moored at Constitution and Victoria Docks , and 

other locations along Franklin Wharf, since at least the 1950s.

 

 Constitution Dock is also bounded on its south-west by an area of reclaimed land.  This principally 

comprises Mawson Place, a public plaza containing seating, shade structures and a series of interpretive 

sign panels.  Between Mawson Place and the bascule bridge is the Waterside Pavilion , a single-storey 

building initially constructed in the 1940s and now adaptively reused as a venue for displays, performances 

and functions.  Mawson Place and the Waterside Pavilion building are in turn flanked to the south -west by 

Argyle Street.

 

 Two decommissioned cranes are located alongside Constitution Dock .  The smaller of the two, a hand- 

operated crane [6], is situated at the mid-point of the dock’s north-east side.  Its rotating gears and lifting 

sheave have been padlocked to prevent their operation.  The hand-operated crane is mounted on a 

grey-painted concrete base, which stands about 2.8 metres above the paving level at the edge of the dock. 

 The larger crane, situated on Franklin Wharf to the immediate east of the bascule bridge, is a former 

travelling steam-driven crane [7] which is now supported on large timber blocks beneath each of its four 

bogies.

 

 ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL

Victoria Dock and Constitution Dock and their surrounding margins have the potential to provide information 

which could contribute to a better understanding of the early settlement of Hobart, land reclamation by its 

convict workforce, and early shipping and maritime activities alongside the town environment.  In addition to 

the areas within the docks themselves, high archaeological potential is associated with the reclaimed land

 - between Victoria and Constitution docks, 

 - on the Davey Street (north-west) side and the Argyle Street (south-west) side of Constitution Dock,  and

 - along the Hunter Street (north-east) side of Victoria Dock.  

 

 The high potential of these areas to contain archaeological material related to the progressive construction 

and evolution of Sullivans Cove, as well as the wharf-side structures which previously existed in these 

locations, is noted in a number of documents including those prepared by Hobart City Council (2021, p. 77 

and Figure 5a); Austral Archaeology Pty Ltd, David Parham and Lindy Scripps (2002, pp. 103, 118-119, 122 

and the ‘Archaeological Zone Map’); and Anne McConnell (2009, pp. 11-12).

 

 FEATURES OF CONTRIBUTORY, LOW-LEVEL OR

NO HISTORIC CULTURAL HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE

The registered area of Victoria and Constitution Docks contains features that are of contributory , low-level or 

no cultural heritage significance in their own right, although changes to these features may potentially 

impact the significant fabric of the Docks and their surrounds.

 

 Features of contributory historic cultural heritage significance within the area of this registration 

include:

  • the one-storey red-brick ‘Waterside Pavilion’ [8] building, at the southern end of Constitution Dock’s 

Argyle Street (south-west) edge;

 • the one and two-storey weatherboard-clad ‘Dockhead Building’ [9], to the immediate south of 

Constitution Dock’s bascule bridge;  and

 • two of the several monuments and memorials around the margins of the docks.  These two have 

contributory significance to the history and the ongoing development of the docks, and are the

    - Hobart sesquicentenary monument [10], located near the eastern corner of Victoria Dock. 

      Mounted upon a stepped circle-shaped dolerite plinth, this monument consists of slabs of 
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      Tasmanian red granite inset with sandstone bas-relief panels.  It bears a bronze plaque marking the 

      150th anniversary of the founding of Hobart and the monument’s unveiling by Queen Elizabeth II in   

      1954.  Three additional plaques at the base of the monument were added by the Hobart Town (1804) 

      First Settlers Association in 2004 (Mercury 19 Feb 1954, p. 8; also see FSA and M.A. websites for 

      more information);

      and

    - memorial (installed in 2020) to Tasmanian commercial fishermen who have lost their lives in fishing

      activities, situated near the eastern corner of Victoria Dock and to the immediate north of the dock’s

      swing bridge.  This Tasmanian Fishermen’s Memorial [11] has a curved upper face of celerytop pine,

      with disc-shaped name plaques recessed within the timber, supported by a frame of stainless steel and

      powdercoat-finished aluminium perforated panels (TSIC website).

 

 Features of low-level to no historic cultural heritage significance within the area of this registration 

include the:

 • structures and fabric associated with individual fish punts moored in Constitution Dock;

 • two narrow concrete piers within Victoria Dock;

 • ‘Heading South’ (1998) and ‘Bernachi Tribute’ (2002) sculpture groups by Stephen Walker, on the 

cove-facing side of Franklin Wharf to the immediate south of Victoria Dock’s movable -span bridge;

 • row of three bronze plaques on painted steel-pipe frames at the cove-facing side of Franklin Wharf – 

between the Kings Pier Marina facilities building and the Jessop & Appleby steam crane – which 

commemorate, from left to right:

    - Tasmanian World War I AIF soldiers who departed from Ocean Pier in 1914 (plaque unveiled in 2014), 

    - women and men of the Merchant Navy who died in World War I and World War II (unveiled in 2010),

       and 

    - Tasmanian casualties in the 1941 sinking of the HMAS Sydney II (unveiled in 2001); 

 • fixtures and interpretive features within the Mawson Place plaza area to the north- west of the Waterside 

Pavilion, between Constitution Dock and Argyle Street; 

 • two-storey restaurant and fishmongers building [12] alongside the southern corner of Victoria Dock;

    and

 • laundry, toilet and shower facilities building on Franklin Wharf that is situated between the Kings Pier 

Marina and the two-storey restaurant and fishmongers building.

 

History: Sullivans Cove, on the western side of the Derwent estuary, is within the contiguous region occupied by 

Tasmanian Aboriginal people of what in the present day are known as the South East nation . 

Early encounters between Aborigines and the European settlers at the Derwent may have involved members 

of the Nuenonne clan, whose home territory was Bruny Island, rather than the Mouheneenner clan, whose 

territory encompassed Sullivans Cove (Boyce 2010, p. 32; Hudspeth & Scripps 1987, p. 9; Ryan 2012,

pp. 17, 39-41).  In mid-February 1804, when Lieutenant Governor David Collins established the British 

settlement at the place to which he gave the name Sullivans Cove, densely wooded slopes descended 

almost to the shore.  Around the cove was a narrow beach and ‘the bottom of the cove was marked by a 

yellow sandstone bluff’ (Walker 1889, p. 63).  Tasmanian historian James Boyce (2010, p.30) notes that ‘the 

extensive tree cover, hilly terrain and generally poor soils also made the land immediately around “the camp” 

[as this settlement was colloquially known until the 1820s] largely unsuitable for agricultural and pastoral 

pursuits.’  However, the availability of timber and stone in the immediate vicinity of the growing Hobart Town 

was also one of the major attractions of the site (Hudspeth & Scripps 1987, pp. 7, 193).  

 

 Victoria Dock and Constitution Dock are part of the incremental processes of land reclamation and port 

construction which took place in Sullivans Cove, to the east of the original shoreline, during the following 

decades of the 19th century.  Shipping facilities within the cove were initially constructed by convict labour 

in response to burgeoning trade and the development of the whaling and wool industries.  

Maritime infrastructure first developed to the north on Hunter Island, and later its Causeway, in a precinct 

which came to be known as the Old Wharf.  In 1830 the government agreed to build additional wharf facilities 

on the southern side of Sullivans Cove, and the ‘New Wharf’ and row of sandstone warehouses that now line 

Salamanca Place developed there from the 1830s onwards.

 

 Victoria Dock’s beginnings as ‘Fishermen’s Dock’

 Initially the focus of the British settlement at Hobart Town was the area around the fresh -water Town or 

Hobart Rivulet, and the small rocky Hunter Island, on the northern side of Sullivans Cove.  The island was 

connected to the shore by a long sand spit that at high tide was covered by water.  What was to eventually 

become Victoria Dock was established on the south-facing side of this sand spit.  In 1820-21, the 

replacement of the spit with a sandstone and dolerite causeway linked Hunter Island to the shore ( see THR 

10350 ‘Hunter, Evans, Davey Street – Subsurface remains including Hunter Island, Causeway, Old Wharf 

Probation Station & Reclaimed Land’), and this created a permanently sheltered indentation with a sandy 

beach that abutted Macquarie Street (Hudspeth & Scripps 2000, p. 4; McConnell 2009, p. 4).  During 

1825-26 the colonial authorities diverted the course of the Rivulet to flow into Sullivans Cove on the northern 

side of Hunter Island and the Causeway.  Also around this time, the low bluff to the immediate west of what 

is now Constitution Dock was modified slightly for the 1823-26 construction of the Bond Store (McConnell 
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2009, p. 3), a building which in the present day forms part of the Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery 

Complex (THR 6648).  The indentation at the southern side of Hunter Island and the Causeway came to be 

known as Fishermen’s Dock, and began to be used for mooring small vessels (Hudspeth & Scripps 1988,

p. 20; Wolfe 1985, p. 39).

 

 Reclamation on the Fishermen’s Dock-facing side of the Hunter Island causeway proceeded in an ad hoc 

fashion, with odd projecting angles and squares.  One such reclamation was opposite the present-day

19 Hunter Street and was undertaken in 1828 when John Walker built a steam flour mill on the site.  This 

building later became a soap factory.  Opposite present-day 31 to 35 Hunter Street was a larger reclamation 

which housed the Old Wharf Probation Station barracks from 1848 and the Landing Waiters office.  Later in 

the 19th century this particular area was known by the name Miles’ Wharf (Austral, Parham & Scripps 2002, 

p. 118).

 

 The establishment of Constitution Dock

From the 1830s as Hobart Town grew rapidly, its burgeoning maritime trade exerted increasing pressure on 

the growing city’s port facilities.  This growth in trading activity prompted the progressive reclamation of land 

along the shoreline of Sullivans Cove between Murray and Dunn Streets, and some of the city streets – 

including Argyle Street – were extended south-eastwards onto the reclaimed land (Hudspeth & Scripps 

1987, pp. 245, 264; McConnell 2009, pp. 3 & 4).  

 

 Development of the port in the central cove area of Hobart Town depended on the convict workforce , with 

much of the heavy labour undertaken with wheelbarrows, picks and shovels, and black blasting powder. 

The reclamation work began in 1839 under the direction of Lt Governor Sir John Franklin, and involved 

excavating soil and rubble from nearby banks and quarries to create fingers of land out into the water 

(Hudspeth & Scripps 2000, pp. 5, 7).  One such projecting rubble pier, demarcating what was to become the 

south-western side of Constitution Dock, was completed in the early 1840s ( TAHO AF394/1/171).

 

 An 1844 plan drawing (TAHO PWD266/1/780) of reclamation in progress shows reclaimed land along the 

alignment of Franklin Wharf, connected to the shore by four separate east-west embankments.  Together 

these enclosed three city-block-sized ‘ponds’, two of which were eventually filled with excavation spoil while 

the largest and northernmost of the three remained.  The reclamation work stopped temporarily in the 

mid-1840s.  Following the appointment in 1847 of Lt Governor Sir William Denison, a former military 

engineer who also had experience in English dockyards, work on the third pond was completed in 1850. 

 It was officially opened and named Constitution Dock on 3 December that year (McConnell 2009, p. 3; 

Hudspeth & Scripps 2000, p. 7; Solomon 1976, p. 79; Wolfe 1985, p. 39).  The dock’s name 

commemorated the passing of the Australian Constitutions Act by the Parliament of the United Kingdom on 

5 August 1850.  This Act had granted the right of legislative power to the Australian colonies , and was an 

important step in the process of enabling self-government in the colony of Van Diemen’s Land.

 

 Constitution Dock provided safe harbour for a range of sailing craft and fishing boats, and market sheds 

were also erected on the north-west edge of the dock (Hudspeth & Scripps 1987, p. 245; TAHO 

PWD266/1/784).

 

 Changes during the 1850s

Additional work on Franklin Wharf in 1851 formalised the new western edge of Sullivan’s Cove.  As the 

1850s proceeded, reclamation works and the extension of Dunn Street into the cove consolidated the area 

of land between Constitution and Fishermen’s Docks.  A patent slip (an inclined plane from the land into the 

water, for launching or hauling ships) was created along the new south- western edge of Fishermen’s Dock.  

The area of land beside the slip was used for storage, and shelter sheds were constructed for the fishermen 

using both of the docks (Austral, Parham & Scripps 2002, p. 122; McConnell 2009, p. 4; TAHO 

PWD266/1/784 and PWD266/1/786).

 

 Before the advent of Tasmanian self-government in 1856, the ports of Hobart and Launceston were 

administered by colonial officials, the Port Officers.  These officers’ duties included the policing of smuggling 

and escaped convicts.  In 1858 Tasmania adopted a guild system for the development and management of 

these ports, to be run by boards elected by shippers and owners of vessels.  The resulting Hobart and 

Launceston-based ‘Marine Boards’, which operated with minimal Government oversight, had jurisdiction over 

the island's coastline, although the Marine Board of Hobart had the additional responsibility of controlling all 

of the colony’s lighthouses until Federation (Hudspeth 2017; Hudspeth & Scripps 1987, pp. 70-71; Hudspeth 

& Scripps 2000, pp. 8-11, 25-29).  

 

 The first movable-span bridges at Constitution and Fishermen’s Docks

One of the initial priorities of the Marine Board of Hobart was to have a movable-span footbridge 

installed across the seaway access to Constitution Dock, and this bridge was operational by the middle of 

1858 (Hudspeth & Scripps 2000, p.43).  Franklin Wharf’s timber decking had by now virtually enclosed the 

Sullivans Cove-facing side of Fishermen’s Dock, but was configured to provide an opening for the ingress 

and egress of fishing boats.  This opening between the cove and Fishermen’s Dock was also crossed by a 
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narrow movable-span footbridge which could be swung away manually when the need arose (Hudspeth & 

Scripps 1987, p. 258; Hudspeth & Scripps 1988, p. 20; TAHO NS1013/1/584).  By this time, small piers 

projected further south-eastward from Franklin Wharf into Sullivans Cove.  These heralded the next stage of 

the port’s development, which until the mid-20th century would see the construction and extension of a 

series of finger piers outward from Franklin Wharf to exploit the deeper water within the cove (Hudspeth & 

Scripps 2000, p. 43).

 

 The late-19th century conversion of Fishermen’s Dock into Victoria Dock

For much of the remainder of the 19th century, the inland extent of Fishermen’s Dock was the south-eastern 

edge of Macquarie Street.  Late in 1889 the Marine Board began to plan a major scheme of improvements 

for this dock and its surrounding area.  The buildings opposite 19 Hunter Street and 31 to 35 Hunter Street 

were demolished as part of the process.

 

 Work on the improvements to Fishermen’s Dock began with construction of a dam , which extended 

diagonally across the dock from its eastern corner towards the northern corner of Constitution Dock. 

The water was then pumped out of Fishermen’s Dock to enable new perimeter retaining walls to be built , 

and piles were driven around the cove-facing entrance.  Material excavated from the dock was used as fill to 

widen Hunter Street, and for land reclamation at the dock’s Macquarie Street end to form what is in 2021 the 

Dunn Street car park.  This in turn allowed the continuation of Davey Street through to Hunter Street.  Given 

the new name Victoria Dock, after the colony’s reigning Queen, the completed facility was handed over by 

its contractor on 5 November 1892 (Austral, Parham & Scripps 2002, p. 118; Hudspeth & Scripps 2000,

p. 140; Wolfe 1985, p. 41).

 

 Now deep enough to admit coastal steamers, Victoria Dock also continued to provide safe harbour for a 

range of smaller sailing craft and fishing boats.  Its improvement also completed Franklin Wharf’s outer edge 

as a constructed shoreline across the west end of Sullivans Cove, some 100 metres beyond the original 

shore’s position.  The completion in 1901-03 of the Custom House building (now a part of the THR 6648 

Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery Complex) on the Davey Street (north-west) side of Constitution Dock 

further consolidated the importance to Hobart’s port facilities of this area of the cove (McConnell 2009, p. 4; 

Hudspeth & Scripps 1987, p. 279; Mercury 29 January 1892, p. 2).

 

 

 

 Water-based trade out of Hobart in the 19th and early 20th centuries

Hobart is situated within a large expanse of sheltered waterways, along which timber mills and farms 

flourished during the 19th century.  However, much of the hinterland flanking those waterways was steep 

and hilly, and thus poorly suited to transport by bullock or horse teams.  The Port of Hobart became the 

home of a large fleet of small sail traders – which freighted primary produce, timber and firewood from these 

mills and farms to Hobart, and backloaded with a lesser amount of manufactured goods.  Well-suited to 

operating in the local area, this distinct type of sailing vessel – centre-board boats of up to about 80 feet in 

length, with shallow draft – were on the mainland usually called ‘trading ketches’, or simply ketches, but 

commonly known in southern Tasmania as ‘barges’.  Many of these vessels, especially those of smaller 

size, unloaded in Hobart at Victoria and Constitution Docks (Kerr 1987, pp. 3, 6, 85, 105).

 

 In the late 1800s the land around the waterfront of Sullivans Cove was dominated by timber yards. 

Timber was freighted from various sawmills to Hobart for the construction of buildings , but more was brought 

in for transfer to schooners and steamships that were heading to mainland ports or overseas.  By 1890 

Constitution Dock was used principally by river steamers and barges transporting timber to Hobart from the 

mills of the Huon region.  At this time, timber was commonly stored around the docks while awaiting loading 

or transhipment (Kerr 1987, p. 107; Hudspeth & Scripps 2000, p. 138).  During the early to mid-1900s the 

fruit industry – and in particular the shipping of fresh and processed apples – became a dominant activity at 

the Port of Hobart.  Apples from across the State were exported from the piers and wharves of Sullivans 

Cove, although these primarily served the Huon, Channel, Tasman Peninsula, Derwent and Bagdad 

fruit-growing districts (McConnell & Servant 1999, p. 340 and Appendix 1’s ‘Hobart’ p. 1).

 

 Development of piers alongside and within the docks

Finger piers extending eastwards from Franklin Wharf into Sullivans Cove continued to be constructed, 

altered and lengthened during the years of the late 19th and early 20th century.  The piers became essential 

to accommodate large sailing ships, whose visits peaked in the 1870s and 1880s, and from the late 1800s 

onwards went on to serve the large steam-powered ships which were increasingly used in international trade 

(Hudspeth & Scripps 1987, pp. 274, 279).  

 

 The completion of Alexandra Pier (which was renamed Queen’s Pier in 1910) in time to be operational for 

the 1902 fruit season had also required the entrance-way through Franklin Wharf to Victoria Dock, and that 

Dock’s first swing bridge, to be relocated northwards by 45 feet (about 14 metres).  In 1904 there were eight 

major finger piers along Franklin Wharf, and by 1916 there were nine.  As the oldest and deteriorating finger 

piers began to be demolished from the 1920s onwards, improvements to the port continued to be made by 
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the Marine Board.  From the 1930s these included the progressive replacement by concrete of the timber 

decking on sections of Franklin Wharf and around the central cove area (McConnell 2009, p. 4; Hudspeth & 

Scripps 1987, p. 297; Hudspeth & Scripps 2000, p. 205).  During 1965, to provide accommodation for an 

additional 25 small vessels, the Board also constructed two narrow concrete piers extending into Victoria 

Dock from its Davey Street (north-west) side (EHC 2004; Hudspeth & Scripps 2000, p. 269).

 

 The docks’ two movable-span bridges

To provide access for boats and ships, the openings that link Victoria Dock and Constitution Dock with 

Sullivans Cove have since the early decades of each of the docks’ operation been fitted with movable -span 

bridges.  The available evidence indicates that these bridges have each been replaced a number of times.

 

 Following the conversion of Fishermen’s Dock into Victoria Dock, the latter’s first swing bridge, built by 

‘Messrs. Knight and Co. of Launceston’ and described by the Mercury (29 January 1892, p. 2) as ‘a massive 

piece of ironwork’, was designed to be strong enough to carry heavy locomotives.  The available evidence 

indicates that by 1921, railway tracks had been laid across the dock’s bridge, linking Kings Pier to Hobart’s 

railway station and yards on the edge of the Domain (Hudspeth & Scripps 2000, p. 165).  A number of 

proposals to add motors to this manually-operated single-lane swing bridge were deferred due to the cost 

involved until 1940, when tenders were finally let to convert it to electric operation (Hudspeth & Scripps 1987, 

p. 297).  At the time of this assessment in 2021, Victoria Dock’s movable-span bridge is the two-lane 

structure designed and installed by the Marine Board of Hobart in 1960.  Like that of its narrower 1890s-built 

predecessor, the present-day bridge’s deck swings horizontally to allow boats to enter and leave . 

This bridge’s running gear was replaced in 1976 (EHC 2004; Hudspeth & Scripps 2000, p. 305).

 

 In May 1934, to replace the narrow timber swing bridge then in place at Constitution Dock, the Marine 

Board approved plans for an electrically-operated movable-span bridge with a high-mounted concrete 

counterweight.  This steel-framed ‘single-leaf bascule’ bridge would provide unlimited vertical clearance for 

boat traffic entering and leaving the dock (EHC 2004; Hudspeth & Scripps 2000, p. 206).  

 

 The bascule bridge was an integral part of the Marine Board’s planned rail connection to the recently 

completed reinforced-concrete Elizabeth Street Pier.  With tracks in its deck to facilitate direct transfers 

from train to ship, the bridge’s structure provided clearances for rail traffic matching those within the 

Rhyndaston Tunnel on the main railway line between Hobart and Launceston .  Construction of the bridge 

began in 1935 and at the time of its completion in 1937, Constitution Dock’s was the first electrically- 

operated bascule bridge in Australia.  However, its braking mechanism and motor required some 18 months 

of adjustment before the bridge was finally in full working order.  Alterations undertaken during this period of 

further work included the pouring of a second concrete counter-weight (EHC 2004; Hudspeth & Scripps 

2000, p. 206; MBoH 1936, p. 4, 1937, p. 4, and 1938, p. 4; Mercury, 28 July 1937, p. 3; Port News, 1991).

 

 Marked for replacement by a new two-lane structure in the late 1980s, the cause of Constitution Dock’s 

bascule bridge was taken up by urban conservationists who argued that it should be retained.  In May 1990 

the deteriorating bridge could no longer properly operate, and the Marine Board undertook repair and 

restoration work.  The steel fabrication was done in the Marine Board’s workshops and the site work 

completed by Marine Board staff.  The railway lines in the bridge deck were retained, and a second 

side-mounted pedestrian walkway added.  (EHC 2004; Hudspeth & Scripps 2000, p. 351; Port News, 1991).

 

 The small crane at Constitution Dock

The hand-operated crane at the mid-point of the dock’s north-eastern side was initially used at New Wharf 

from at least 1875 before being moved to Franklin Wharf.  A photograph dated 1881 shows the crane 

installed on Franklin Wharf between the old Marine Board Building (THR 2370, at present day 7-9 Franklin 

Street) and the water.  In 1890 the crane was repositioned again, this time to the north-east side of 

Constitution Dock where at the time of this assessment in 2021 it is still located (Hudspeth & Parnell nd; 

McLaren 2003).  

 

 At the time of this assessment in 2021, the hand-operated crane is mounted on a concrete base tower 

which the available evidence indicates was purpose-built for it in the 1950s (Hudspeth & Parnell nd).  The 

crane appears in many historical photographs, with a 1903 example believed to show it being used to move 

30-metre-long blue gum poles prior to their shipping to England for the construction of Dover Pier (Sprod 

1977, photograph 76).  In the early years of the 21st century, the crane was still in use, assisting repair and 

maintenance work on small craft temporarily moored in the dock (EHC 2004).

 

 The travelling steam crane at Constitution Dock

During the later decades of the 19th century, Hobart’s need for a heavy-lift crane to unship bulky loads 

became pressing.  In 1897, after more than 12 years’ deliberation, the Marine Board placed an order for a 

travelling steam-powered crane with a lifting capacity of 25 tons.  Manufactured in England by Jessop & 

Appleby, a merger of Appleby Brothers and J. Jessop & Son of Leicester, the steam crane arrived in Hobart 

in May 1899 (EHC 2004; GGtBIA and HCS websites; Ward 2011, p. 1).  
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 Following its initial placement on a temporary stage near the Franklin Wharf entrance to Constitution Dock, 

the rail-mounted steam crane operated in a number of locations on the Sullivans Cove finger piers – 

commencing at the Dunn Street Pier, which the Mercury (20 January 1900, p. 2) reported ‘had to be 

specially strengthened to carry the crane’.  With a self-weight of 85 tons, and restricted for a time by the 

strength of the piles under the Dunn Street Pier to a 30-metre length of rail at its city end, the crane was 

largely used to load apples.  On occasion, however, its full capacity was utilised – as in June 1947 when the 

steam crane was used to remove a 21 tonne (i.e. about 23.2 ton) boiler from the ferry Cartela.  After the 

Dunn Street Pier was replaced by Kings Pier in 1910, the crane was able to travel along the full extent of 

that new pier’s side, although it appears to have mostly been parked at the city end and used periodically for 

repair work.  The date until which the steam crane remained in service is not clear, with differing accounts 

indicating that it ceased operation at some point between the late 1950s and 1969 (EHC 2004; Hudspeth & 

Parnell n.d.) – although in 1957 the Marine Board of Hobart reported that it had been fitted with ‘a 

second-hand boiler in good condition’, which was expected to extend ‘the life of the crane for a considerable 

period’ (MBoH 1957, p.5).

 

 Buildings on the docks’ margins

Historic photographs indicate that many storage and shelter sheds were built and demolished on an ad hoc 

basis at the margins of both Fishermen’s and Constitution Docks from the 1860s and 70s onwards. 

 However, along Victoria and Constitution Docks’ north-west side and margins the Docks’ proximity to and 

close relationships with first the Bond Store and then the Custom House resulted in minimal industry-related 

infrastructure being constructed there (McConnell 2009, p. 4).

 

 Following the reconstruction of Fishermen’s Dock to become Victoria Dock , a long weatherboard-clad shed 

(known as the ‘Couta Shed’) was built in the early 1910s parallel to the dock’s south-west edge.  In 1951 a 

large building to house the Port of Hobart’s fruit inspection depot was constructed alongside and to the 

immediate south-west of the Couta Shed.  Apples heading for export via ships berthed at the finger piers 

beyond Franklin Wharf passed through this depot, which was able to accommodate six lorries 

simultaneously.  The fruit inspection depot remained in use until 1980.  Following its demolition a car 

parking area and two-storey restaurant and fishmongers building were constructed there, opening in 

1987.  Established by husband and wife George and Jill Mure, this ‘Fish Centre’ at the docks was a 

continuation of George’s deep-sea fishing activity and the couple’s work together as fine seafood 

restaurateurs.  Their Hobart-based involvement in these fields of endeavour commenced in the 1970s, which 

in the context of the island State was early for each.  Mures Tasmania is still owned and operated by 

members of the Mure family (AFT website;  Austral, Parham & Scripps 2002, p. 142;  Dyson & McShane 

2017;  Hammond 1996, p. 17;  Hudspeth & Scripps 1987, p. 299;  MBoH 1951, p. 6, and 1987, p. 5;  R&C 

2015;  Solomon 1976, p. 197).

 

 Waterside Pavilion building

The Deputy Harbour Master’s office and a number of small sheds were situated along the Argyle Street 

(south-west) side of Constitution Dock in the early decades of the 20th century ( see TAHO AF394/1/133; 

and P1330/1/11458).  A single-storey brick building for waterside workers was built close to the Dock edge 

in this location in the early 1940s.  It was ‘considerably extended’ in the 1950s and a first aid depot, which 

later became an ambulance station, was added to its south-eastern end.  In the early 1980s the building 

was renovated to contain offices (Austral, Parham & Scripps 2002, p. 103).  As part of the refurbishment of 

the area in the early 2000s, which included the creation and development of the adjacent Mawson Place, the 

1950s-and-later additions and alterations to this building were removed.  The restored 1940s portions were 

then adapted by the City of Hobart to become what is now known as the Waterside Pavilion .  

 

 Dockhead Building

Sited to the immediate south of Constitution Dock’s bascule bridge – and designed to contain ‘the master 

station of the wharf patrolmen’s clock recorder and fire alarm system’ – the weatherboard -clad timber 

Dockhead Building was constructed in 1951 to also

          house the Deputy and Assistant Harbour Masters and other Officers of the Harbour Master’s

          Department, in addition to providing accommodation for the Auxiliary Fire Brigade and motor

          vehicles (MBoH 1951, p. 6).

 

 The Dockhead Building became the home of Hobart’s ‘Port Control’ – Marine Board of Hobart personnel 

with responsibilities that included using the Board’s Very High Frequency radio network to coordinate the 

movements of large and small vessels, within the River Derwent and the D’Entrecasteaux Channel, as they 

approached and departed the Port of Hobart – until 1987, when Port Control moved into the newly- 

constructed 37 metre-high tower at Macquarie Wharf (MBoH 1971, n.p.; and 1988, n.p.).  The Dockhead 

Building continued to serve the Marine Board for a time as office accommodation before being leased by C H 

Smith Marine and operating as a ship chandlery.  In 2009, Pennicott Wilderness Journeys bought C H 

Smith Marine and undertook some renovation works to the Dockhead Building.  Since then, Pennicott 

Wilderness Journeys has used the building as its administration centre, retail outlet and base for cruises 

from Hobart.
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 Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race

Size permitting, the first of the yachts to finish the annual 628 nautical mile (1,170 km) Sydney to Hobart 

Yacht Race traditionally moor in Constitution Dock.  First held in 1945-46 – and since that time, utilising 

Constitution Dock as its post-finish focus – this famous ocean race now attracts competitors from around 

the world.  Following the start of the race in Sydney on 26 December, most of the competing yachts now 

cross the finish line in Hobart prior to 31 December, enabling their crews to join New Year’s Eve celebrations 

around the docks.  Two other annual ocean sailing races, which start in Melbourne and Launceston 

respectively, are now also arranged to finish in Hobart at the same time.  Consequently, in addition to those 

yachts which fill Constitution Dock many others are temporarily berthed at Kings Pier Marina and other 

nearby locations within Sullivans Cove for several days.  Each year from 27 December until 1 January the 

margins of Constitution Dock and Franklin Wharf are the venue for a temporary race ‘village’, which 

incorporates outdoor gathering and performance spaces, and merchandise, food and beverage stalls (AHD 

2014, p. 26;  DoS website;  MBoH 1972, n.p.;  Mundle 2019, pp. 74 & 106;  Woolley 2011, p. 13).

 

 Australian Wooden Boat Festival

This four-day biennial event, first held in 1994, takes place across multiple locations on the margins of 

Sullivans Cove.  Boats participating in the festival moor within Constitution and Victoria Docks , and the 

aprons around the docks are used for a range of events, displays and temporary venues.  The festival, timed 

to coincide with the Royal Hobart Regatta in early February, incorporates exhibitions and demonstrations of 

a wide variety of boats constructed of timber, ranging in size from canoes, kayaks and dinghies to yachts 

and tall ships (AWBF website, ‘History’ and ‘What’s On’ pages; MSB-AWBF 2019, pp. 30-31).  

 

 Evolving uses of the docks from the late 20th century

Historically the use of both Victoria Dock and Constitution Dock has been as temporary mooring for working 

and recreational vessels tying up to the perimeter walls or being ‘rafted’ in groups parallel to these walls .  

During the later decades of the 20th century, the advent of roll-on roll- off vessels and the development of 

containerised maritime transport led to the focus of Hobart’s commercial port activity and the import and 

export of goods moving from Sullivans Cove to Macquarie Point.  Commercial fishing boats continued to use 

Victoria Dock, while there was a gradual reorientation of the use of Constitution Dock and the surrounds of 

both docks towards public recreation and civic space (AHD 2014, pp. 8, 27; Hudspeth 2017) .  

 

 At the time of writing in 2021, the docks have distinctively separate characters – with Constitution Dock 

providing long-term mooring for a number of historic vessels as well as fish punts along the north-eastern 

wall.  During the Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race, or events such as the Australian Wooden Boat Festival , the 

dock experiences short periods of much more intensive use, and recreational vessels tying up to the 

perimeter walls or being ‘rafted’ in groups parallel to the walls .  As a result one of the visual characteristics 

of Constitution Dock is of an enclosed expanse of largely open water within the city that periodically fills with 

boats and associated activity at times of maritime-focused community events.  

 

 Leigh Woolley (2011, p. 14) has observed that the concrete aprons flanking Sullivans Cove’s reclaimed 

areas of land provide an accessible and visually-prominent ‘place of public socialization and orientation’, the 

identity of which is now further enriched by regular events which rely on the form and structure of the place – 

and that ‘these events contribute to the cultural life of the city [i.e. of Hobart] and the State’. 

Public comments such as those reported by the Sullivans Cove Waterfront Authority (2005a & 2005b cited 

in AHD 2014, pp. 15-16) indicate that within unrestricted and easily-accessible areas of the cove such as 

Victoria and Constitution Docks, use of the water margins as a place for meeting and enjoyment – including 

nostalgic remembrance of activities in earlier times – is of paramount social importance to the people of 

Tasmania.

 

 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS:

 

 Docks and other semi-enclosed berthing facilities

 The British English definition of the word ‘dock’ specifically refers to ‘an enclosed harbour for the loading , 

unloading and repair of ships’ (Australian Oxford Dictionary 1999, cited in AHD 2014, p. 8).  Such a dock 

may be created by building its enclosing materials into an existing natural water body, or by excavation 

within what would otherwise be dry land.  Victoria Dock and Constitution Dock, in which the water level rises 

and falls with the tides, follow an established British design tradition of small docks accessed by narrow 

seaway openings.  These factors have led to the two Hobart docks’ history of use by smaller vessels such 

as coastal traders, fishing boats and yachts (AHD 2014, pp. 8-9).

 

 There are few other structures in Tasmania which are comparable to Victoria and Constitution Docks . 

 

  A small enclosed dock existed during the middle decades of the 19th century at Port Arthur, in front of the 

Commissariat (see TAHO AB713/1/11657, and AF397/1/4).  This dock was constructed as a boat basin 

during the 1830s and modified in the following decades.  Damaged and destroyed by storms in 1879 and 

1880, the dock was subsequently removed (Brand Papers, Vol. 4, p. 345; PAHSMA Map HM290/1459).
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 In the present day, although not technically ‘docks’, small areas of water are partially enclosed by 

combinations of wharves, piers and breakwaters at a number of locations in Tasmania , including: 

 • the Inspection Head Wharf at Beauty Point on kanamaluka / River Tamar, which was initially constructed 

in 1937 (Mercury 5 June 1937, p. 9, c. 3), extended during the mid-1950s (see for instance Examiner 19 Nov 

1954, p. 9), and now comprises adjoining piers which flank three sides of an approximately 1.0-hectare area 

of water alongside the shore; 

 • at three of the separate berths within the Bell Bay industrial centre and port, situated on the opposite side 

of kanamaluka / River Tamar to the immediate north-east of Beauty Point;  and 

 • Stanley Wharf in the State’s north-west, where two concrete wharf-edges and two rubble-mound 

breakwaters flank an approximately 1.1-hectare area of water.

 

 Movable-span bridges

Usually found in flat terrain where the cost of building graded approaches to provide a high-level crossing is 

prohibitive, movable-span bridges are used to allow access for waterborne, rail, land vehicle or pedestrian 

traffic.  They are used across stretches of navigable water, as at Victoria and Constitution Docks, where the 

absence of a bridge – or the use of a fixed bridge – would impede the passage of one or more of these forms 

of traffic.  Movable-span bridges are designed to have two alternative positions, and can be moved back and 

forth between those positions in a controlled manner (Marchant n.d.).  There are many types of movable- 

span bridges, although past and extant examples of any sort are uncommon in the Tasmanian context .

 

 The Bridgewater Bridge (THR 618), approximately 20 km north-west of Hobart, incorporates an excellent 

example of a vertical-lift movable-span.  Completed in 1946, the steel truss bridge and adjoining causeway 

carry the Midland Highway and the (at the time of this assessment in 2021) non-operational Hobart Railway 

Line across the River Derwent.  A portion of the bridge’s deck is lifted by counterweighted steel cables 

mounted on towers, raising and lowering vertically while remaining parallel with the adjacent fixed spans 

(Cooper 2018, pp. 3-4).  Hobart’s now-dismantled floating bridge – spanning between Pavilion Point on the 

western shore of the River Derwent and Montagu Point on the eastern shore, about 2 km north of Hobart’s 

city centre – also incorporated a large vertical-lift section near its western end to allow the passage of 

shipping.  First opened to vehicular and pedestrian traffic in 1943, the floating bridge was decommissioned in 

1964 following the Tasman Bridge’s completion (Cole 2014, pp. 12-13; Cox 1971, pp. 205, 212-215).

 

 Bridges with a lifting span that pivots about a horizontal axis are generally called bascule bridges, and the 

movable deck sections or spans of bascule bridges are often referred to as ‘leafs’ (Koglin 2003, p.33).  The 

first bridge over the Huon River at Huonville, some 30 km to the south-west of Hobart, was completed in 

1876.  Constructed of timber with blackwood arches, the bridge incorporated a lifting span at its southern 

side to allow all types of vessels to proceed upstream.  This bridge was replaced in 1926, and once again in 

1959 when the extant steel and concrete structure was completed, although neither of these replacement 

structures included movable spans (Coen 2017, p.89; Martin 2017; SMH 2004). 

 

 A swing bridge opens by pivoting in a horizontal plane around a vertical axis, usually swinging through a 

90° arc, on a bearing mounted upon a ‘pivot pier’ (Koglin 2003, p.81).  At the small fishing village of 

Dunalley, about 40 km east of Hobart, an electrically-operated swing bridge installed in 1965 provides 

vehicular and pedestrian access across the western end of the 895 metre-long Denison Canal.  This bridge 

replaced a steel and timber hand-operated swing bridge that had been completed in August 1903, ahead of 

the canal’s official opening in October 1905 (Clarke 2008, pp. 12-13, 17 & 23; Clements 2017). 

 At Bridgewater, two earlier structures in the same location as the present-day Bridgewater Bridge (THR 

618) had also utilised swing spans to allow the passage of sailing and steam vessels on the River Derwent.  

The first of these, a rail bridge completed in 1874, incorporated a swing span operated by hand winches.  

A parallel bridge, also incorporating a swing span, commenced operation in 1893.  This second swing bridge 

initially carried road traffic only, but following alterations that were completed in 1908 it also carried rail traffic 

until 1946 when the vertical-lift bridge was completed.  During the following four years, the 1874 and 1893 

bridges were progressively demolished.  The riveted steel, concrete-filled caisson and turntable that 

supported the 1893 bridge’s swing span is still visible in 2021 at the time of this assessment  (Cooper 2018, 

pp. 2-3; GHD 2010, pp. 22-25).

 

 Cranes

Since the 1830s and up until the present day, large and small cranes have been employed at Tasmanian 

ports for the movement of goods.  In 1830 for instance, in his account of places for landing passengers and 

goods at Old Wharf in Hobart Town, Captain T. Betts (cited in McLaren 2004, p.25) noted the crane ‘for 

hoisting heavy goods out of the boats’ at ‘the point of the Jetty’ .  See also for example records of cranes at 

Port Arthur (TAHO AB713/1/11657), and the 1856 description of Hobart’s port and harbour by H B Stoney 

(cited in Solomon 1967, p. 60) which noted that its ‘commodious cranes and deep wharves afford every 

facility to lading and unlading merchandise.’  However, the retention of the two intact 19th-century cranes at 

Constitution Dock is unusual in the context of Tasmania.  The UK-based Historical Crane Society’s historian 

Bruce Ward (2011, p.2) suggested that following the mid-1970s scrapping of three similar cranes used as 

port coalers at Westport in New Zealand, the Jessop & Appleby steam crane at Constitution Dock was the 

last of its type in the world.
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Statement of 

Significance: 

(non-statutory 

summary)

Victoria Dock and Constitution Dock are uncommon remnants of Tasmania’s mid -to-late 19th-century 

colonial history associated with ocean travel and trade.  They are representative of a class of places that 

demonstrate a British tradition of the design and construction of dock facilities in a working port. 

The docks are historically important as a physical link with Tasmania’s long tradition of maritime 

enterprise.  Areas of reclaimed land alongside the docks have high potential to contain archaeological 

material related to the evolution of Sullivans Cove and its now-demolished wharf-side structures. 

Victoria Dock and Constitution Dock are aesthetically significant , possessing demonstrated community 

value for their aesthetic characteristics.  The docks and their surrounding features possess landmark 

attributes and qualities acknowledged by both Tasmanians and visitors .  The social associations 

connected with Victoria Dock and Constitution Dock have led to the wider Tasmanian community 

developing an attachment to this place that transcends its utility value as a port facility.

 

The Heritage Council may enter a place in the Heritage Register if it meets one or more of the following criteria from the 

Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995:

Significance:

Victoria Dock and Constitution Dock are of historic heritage significance because of their ability to demonstrate the 

growth and development of Hobart’s port facilities from the mid-19th century to the present.

 

 The docks are historically important as a physical link with the State’s long tradition of maritime enterprise , and have 

strong historical connections to commercial fishing, and to the export of Tasmanian timber and fruit , particularly the 

shipping of fresh and processed apples.

 

 The docks also have a long and continuing tradition of public and visitor recreation coexisting within the facilities and 

features of a city-centre working port.  Constitution Dock has an important association with the Sydney to Hobart 

Yacht Race, and since the first race in 1945-46 this dock has been used as a mooring place for competing yachts at 

the race’s completion.

 

The place is important to the course or pattern of Tasmania’s history.a)

b)

As adjacent and almost completely enclosed docks surrounded by reclaimed land, each with a movable-span bridge 

at its own narrow seaway opening, Victoria Dock and Constitution Dock are rare in Tasmania.  

 

 The two docks are uncommon remnants of Tasmania’s mid-to-late 19th-century colonial history associated with 

ocean travel and trade.  The movable-span bridges and the two 19th-century cranes at the docks are also rare in the 

State-wide context.  Although neither of the cranes at Constitution Dock is now operational, it is unusual for 

examples of 19th-century equipment such as these to survive within a working port.

 

The place possesses uncommon or rare aspects of Tasmania’s history.

c)

Victoria Dock and Constitution Dock have the potential to provide new information with regard to Tasmania’s maritime 

history, and mid-to-late 19th century processes of port development and land reclamation in the colony.  The areas of 

reclaimed land alongside the docks – between Victoria and Constitution docks , on the Davey Street (north-west) side 

and the Argyle Street (south-west) side of Constitution Dock, and the Hunter Street (north-east) side of Victoria Dock 

– all have high potential to contain archaeological material related to the progressive construction and evolution of 

Sullivans Cove, as well as the wharf-side structures which previously existed in these locations.

 

The place has the potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Tasmania’s 

history.
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d)

Victoria Dock and Constitution Dock are particularly fine examples of small enclosed harbours for the sheltered 

berthing, loading and unloading of ships.  They are representative of a class of places that demonstrate a tradition of 

the design and construction of dock facilities in a working port.

 

 Key characteristics of this class of place that are evident at Victoria and Constitution Docks include the surrounding 

reclaimed land bounded by retaining walls;  narrow openings, spanned by movable-span bridges, to an adjacent 

navigable body of water;  and dockside cranes for transfer of cargo to and from moored vessels. 

 

The place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of place in Tasmania’s 

history.

e)

No Data Recorded

The place is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement.

f)

Victoria Dock and Constitution Dock have a strong and special association for the people of Tasmania as a place of 

social congregation.  Alongside their operational purpose as part of a working port, the paved margins of the docks 

have become a social, cultural, civic and recreational space for the City of Hobart and, more broadly, the State.  The 

docks and their surrounds are utilised for a range of regular and occasional events such as the annual Sydney to 

Hobart Yacht Race.  

 

 Important to the community as a defining feature in Hobart, this place also possesses landmark attributes and 

qualities acknowledged by both Tasmanians and visitors .  The social associations connected with Victoria Dock and 

Constitution Dock have led to the wider Tasmanian community developing an attachment to this place that 

transcends its utility value as a port facility.

 

The place has a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social or 

spiritual reasons.

g) The place has a special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in 

Tasmania’s history.

No Data Recorded

h) The place is important in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.

Victoria Dock and Constitution Dock are significant landmark elements in the City of Hobart , and within a State-wide 

and broader context are a notable example of a working maritime precinct that is distinctive within its setting.  The 

enclosed water bodies and wide areas of surrounding pavement are important elements within a range of views within 

this area of Sullivans Cove.

 

 Images of the docks, especially those that include kunanyi / Mt Wellington in the distance, are highly recognisable.  

Such images feature regularly in promotional material for Hobart and for Tasmania generally , and are also associated 

with notable events including the Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race and the Australian Wooden Boat Festival .  The 

attractive qualities of this place – which include the sensory experience of characteristic sounds and smells 

associated with the docks – combine to enhance its aesthetic value. 

 

PLEASE NOTE This data sheet is intended to provide sufficient information and justification for listing the place on the 

Heritage Register. Under the legislation, only one of the criteria needs to be met. The data sheet is not 

intended to be a comprehensive inventory of the heritage values of the place, there may be other heritage 

values of interest to the Heritage Council not currently acknowledged.
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Note
1. Lot 1 represents the registered boundary for 'Victoria & Constitution Docks, #12022 on the Tasmanian Heritage Register.
2. Lot 1 is the partial parcel of FR 170475/1 the boundaries of which is marked by a heavy black line.
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Lot 1 Franklin Wharf, 3 Argyle Street, Hobart

3.808 ha
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1. Victoria Dock
2. Constitution Dock
3. Franklin Wharf
4. Swing bridge 
5. Bascule bridge
6. Hand-operated crane
7. Steam-driven crane
8. Waterside Pavilion
9. Dockhead Building
10. Hobart sesquicentenary 
      monument
11. Tasmanian Fishermen's 
      Memorial
12. Restaurant & fishmongers 
      building

Key Point & Boundary Description
A.     Point 20m along title boundary, SW of intersect with 170475/1
A-B. Straight line running parallel to 170475/1 title boundary
B.     Intersect of straight line and parcel boundary
B-C. Parcel boundary
C-D. Straight line running parallel to Dockhead Building, 5m offset
         from SW face of building.
C.     Intersect of straight line and parcel boundary
D.     Intersect of straight line and parcel boundary
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